THE REMOTE SCANNING CHALLENGE

One sure way to slow productivity is to rely on outmoded formats for entering paper documents—receipts, expenses, field reports, etc.—into a company’s system. Up to now, you had to physically ship documents to a central location for manual scanning, incurring high labor costs and inevitably leading to delays, errors, losses, and missed business opportunities. Or you could rely on costly, system-specific remote scanning software that’s difficult to install and maintain, and incompatible with many devices.

Neither of these options scales efficiently, or offers the kind of flexibility required by modern, distributed systems and devices.

PROBLEM SOLVED: IMAGETRUST

ImageTrust by Image Access Corp. is an elegant and robust remote scanning solution. Because it’s a pure Java-based application, it works virtually anywhere you can access the Internet. ImageTrust downloads automatically to web browsers, guides users with a simple interface, enables rapid document capture from any computer running either Windows or Linux, and provides a clear audit trail. ImageTrust can work as a traditional batch scanning solution or enable any line of business application (i.e. D2 for eTMF) for transactional scanning. It also turns iPhones and iPads into remote scanners, giving users unprecedented flexibility, in the office or on the road.

With ImageTrust, document shipping and tracking costs are dramatically reduced. Complicated scanning procedures are replaced with simple Drag and Drop for emails, PDF, MS Word, Excel and other document formats. Documents can be scanned anywhere on the globe, sent via the Web to a central site, and accessed with ease. ImageTrust works seamlessly with industry-standard security encryptions and certificates, with no special configuration needed. Importantly, ImageTrust enables the owner of the physical paper to process the transaction, reducing or eliminating errors.

TYPICAL USE CASES

In today’s business environment, both public and private organizations face the common challenge of increasing their efficiency within a multi-regulatory environment. Here are some simple use cases/opportunities for ImageTrust:

- Trial Master File processing: Most pharmaceuticals are still using centralized scanning operations which increase costs and risks when a document gets lost during shipping.
• **Expense Capture:** Capturing receipts with a mobile device provides a quick and efficient way to process and approve expenses, saving time and associated costs.

• **New Account Opening:** Financial institutions require a lot of paperwork to be processed during onboarding. This process can take days if scanning of physical paper takes place in a centralized environment (e.g., paper shipping, missing documents/customer notification).

• **Road Warrior Workforce:** Insurance adjusters, financial advisors, lending agents, and other non-office-based workers can submit documents to the line of business process at the time they are executed: capture customers and their money faster.

### UNBEATABLE BENEFITS

ImageTrust offers powerful and versatile scanning tools in one simple package, built with total ease of use in mind:

• Pure Java for widest compatibility

• Simple User Interface for End User & Administrator

• Client side OCR

• Simple installs and upgrades

• Supports SQL Server and Oracle

• Web-based Production Level Capture Solution (supports scanners with speed up to 200 ppm)

• Saves time and money: no need for costly custom install on each client machine

• No special configuration needed for firewalls, no custom ports need to be opened

• Optimized for MS Windows and Linux

• Export module provides added support for any system

• Easily integrates with virtually any underlying security architecture

### EMC CERTIFIED

ImageTrust by Image Access Corp. is an EMC Certified solution. EMC engineers have reviewed its architecture for functional completeness, performance, scalability, security, deployability, supportability, and interoperability with associated enterprise applications. EMC Certified solutions offer tight roadmap alignment with EMC platforms, generate a rapid return on investment, and replace expensive customizations. See www.emc-solutioncatalog.com

### ABOUT IMAGE ACCESS

Image Access Corp. has been dedicated to providing complete image capture, workflow, management, and storage solutions for over 25 years. After beginning in the microfilm industry and growing into the largest Kodak scanner reseller, Image Access has developed into a world-class consulting and integration firm, specializing in the design, development, and deployment of leading edge imaging, content capture, content management, and workflow systems within large public sector and Fortune 100 companies nationwide. See www.imageaccesscorp.com

### ABOUT EMC

EMC Corporation is a global leader in enabling businesses and service providers to transform their operations and deliver IT as a service. Fundamental to this transformation is cloud computing. Through innovative products and services, EMC accelerates the journey to cloud computing, helping IT departments to store, manage, protect and analyze their most valuable asset — information — in a more agile, trusted, and cost-efficient way. Additional information about EMC can be found at www.EMC.com